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Abstract The aim of the study is to investigate
forgiveness levels of university students in terms of
self-compassion, rumination and personality traits. A
descriptive-correlational was used and self-administered
questionnaires were conducted in this study. Participants of
the study were 840 university students (460 females, 380
males) from different faculties of Pamukkale University
chosen by random cluster sampling method. In this study,
forgiveness was measured with Heartland Forgiveness Scale;
self-compassion was measured with Self-compassion Scale;
rumination was measured with Rumination about an
Interpersonal Offense Scale, and personality traits were
measured with Adjective Based Personality Scale. To
examine the predictive power of self-compassion,
rumination and personality traits on forgiveness, hierarchical
regression analysis was used. According to the results of the
study, among university students, self-compassion and
extraversion are both significant predictors of
self-forgiveness. And also, both of them predict
self-forgiveness
positively.
However,
rumination,
neuroticism, openness to experience, agreeableness and
conscientiousness of personality traits do not predict
self-forgiveness. Also according to results, among university
students, self-compassion, rumination and extraversion,
agreeableness and conscientiousness are significant
predictors of forgiveness of others. While self-compassion,
extraversion and agreeableness predict forgiveness of others
positively, rumination and conscientiousness predict
negatively. Implications of these findings are discussed
within the context of literature.
Keywords Forgiveness, Self-compassion, Rumination,
Personality Traits, University Students

1. Introduction
It is quite natural that a human being defined as a social

creature experiences troubles and conflicts in her/his
relations with others. Due to relevant troubles and conflicts,
sometimes s/he hurts other people and sometimes is hurt by
others. It is quite possible to come across too much
information on what kind of incompatible reactions will be
given when an individual was hurt, such as anger, revenge
seeking, and also how these reactions are being processed.
Yet, the studies on what will be the positive reactions in case
of a same situation are very limited [7]. Until the beginning
of twentieth century, researchers studying psychology had
investigated negative emotions such as depression, anxiety,
but did not pay adequate attention to studies related to
positive emotions [45]. However, from the mid-1980s, the
studies investigating how individuals can get benefit of their
positive qualifications have risen with the momentum of the
positive psychology. Forgiveness, which is accepted as a
concept that can lead to positive emotions in “to hurt-to be
hurt” cases in interpersonal relationships, has begun to be
examined in this context in the recent 30 years [17, 64].
According to researches conducted on this topic,
forgiveness plays a significant role in coping with negative
feelings emerged after having problems and conflicts. For
the person whose heart was broken, being able to forgive the
offender is deeply related to realizing what the forgiveness is
and what is not, and after that, it is related to being aware of
the benefits of forgiving someone. Forgiveness is clarified as
leaving negative emotions willingly such as anger, negative
assessment, and on the other hand, it is described as
promoting positive feelings such as love, mercy which are in
fact undeserved by the one who harms unjustly [17, 43].
Nowadays, to understand the concept of forgiveness, some
certain theoretical models have been put forward [17, 72].
These models are generally drawing attention forgiveness is
a necessity for psychological health. According to
Forgiveness Model of Enright et al. [17], forgiveness is a
healthy process which helps individuals to overcome some
emotions such as anger, disappointment and revenge.
According to the Pyramid Model of Worthington [72],
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teaching clients to forgive others’ faults is an important
approach for them to struggle negative emotions and
thoughts, to maintain situation of well-being and also to fix
social relationships. Although each of these forgiveness
models adopts an authentic approach on forgiveness, they
have also some similar aspects. In terms of the researches
which these models were tested in, if we look at those
similarities generally, we can see that forgiveness has a
negative relationship with some concepts such as pain,
feeling of anger, aggression, rumination and perfectionism,
but on the other side, it has a positive relationship with other
concepts such as psychological health, reconciliation with
offender, emphatic conception and giving up negative
feelings [17, 35, 39, 72].
Giving up negative emotions, which is one of the notions
related positively with forgiveness, can only be doable when
individuals endeavour to relax themselves, to become
tranquilized and to get rid of these negative feelings without
doing any harm themselves. In order to be able to get rid of
these negative emotions and to make life more liveable and
understandable, individuals needs to acquire a high level of
self-compassion. Therefore, coping with negative feelings
will be easier for individuals who have high level of
self-compassion [54]. Self-compassion can be defined as
individual’s treating her/himself conscientious and indulgent,
instead of being rough, under negative circumstances,
accepting negative incidents as a part of normal human life
and developing a rational approach instead of focusing on
negative aspects [46]. According to researches, it is found
that self-compassion promotes psychological health and has
a sedative effect against negative incidents occurred in life
time [27]. The studies conducted by using the scale of
self-compassion revealed that there is a negative relationship
among forgiveness and depression, self-criticism,
neuroticism, anxiety. However self-compassion is a positive
relationship with several traits of psychological well-being
such as self-acceptance, life satisfaction, self-respect,
happiness and optimism [30].
The action of leaving of negative feelings, which brings
individuals through to forgiveness process, is observed more
individuals who have high level of self-compassion, but not
people who have tendency to rumination generally [6]. The
concept of rumination is defined as individual’s thinking
about negative mood, its symptoms, its probable reasons and
its consequences, but never getting into action to solve that
problem [51]. These people, in fact, are isolating themselves,
always focusing on their own problems and negative moods
created by these problems, since therefore; they believe that
they are trying to find a way out. Actually, they may find
some certain solutions, however they are not able to put in
place these solutions. Therefore, individuals who have
ruminative tendency focus on negative aspects of incidents
more than others and live its consequences much longer [52].
Being engaged consistently with these thoughts and
emotions related to the offense causes to negative feelings
persist [41]. Besides, it is claimed that ruminative thinking

has an important role in maintaining anger and revenge
feelings, and thereby, failing in emotionally forgiving the
other person [6]. When the literature is examined, it is seen
that the concept of rumination which generally involves
negative features is related negatively with some variables
such as empathy [11], life satisfaction [73] and problem
solving [70]; and positively with anger [57], ineffective
coping [63], aggressive behaviour [12], experiential
avoidance [50] and depression [11, 22]. The concept of
rumination about an interpersonal offense, which is adopted
by this study, is defined and conceptualized by Wade et al.
[68]. Rumination of interpersonal offense is clarified as
repetitive thoughts accompanied with negative feelings
against the person supposed to be the offender as a result of
interpersonal offense, for instance being hard done by
someone or suffered because of her/him [68].
Individuals living in the same society have diverging
behaviours despite being exposed to similar environmental
factors. For instance, some individuals might be able to think
more ruminative, to be more merciful or indulgent rather
than the others living in similar environment. If we seek the
reason of this differentiation, we can come across a basic
variable: the personality [25]. It is possible to describe the
concept of personality as a consistent relationship type that
the individual established with her/his internal and external
environment and it serves to distinguish one person from the
other people [14]. The concept of “distinguishing” here
points out the whole of individual’s sui generis and
distinctive qualifications, not the common ones. The other
concept of “consistency” underlines that the individual
demonstrates similar behaviours under similar circumstances
in the course of time [26].
Personality
theoreticians
have
quite
different
considerations on which components of personality need to
be examined. For instance, while psychoanalytic approach
claims these concepts like consciousness, unconsciousness
shape human behaviours; biological approach draws
attention genetic tendencies. On the other hand, while
humanistic approach pays attention to private responsibility
and self-approval feeling, behavioural approach explains that
all behaviours are the consequences of conditioning and
expectations. Besides all, through the end of 1980’s, two
researchers Robert McCrae and Paul Costa have presented
“the five-factor model” which is a common description of
personality assessment in literature of personality
psychology [18]. Five-factor model identifies five broad
dimensions of personality and specific personality traits
covered by these dimensions hierarchically. The
fundamental assumption of the model is that individual
differences can be coded in all languages all over the world;
these differences will be reflected by means of words in
those languages and, through these words, a classification
including personality structures can be designed [59]. The
researchers adopting this theory address to personality in
five dimensions by using the data of different personalities.
These five dimensions, which are neuroticism, extraversion,
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openness
to
experience,
agreeableness
and
conscientiousness, have been acknowledged in many
intercultural studies [19]. Dimension of neuroticism refers
to personality traits like anxiety, stress, unease, and lack of
confidence. Extraverted individuals are social, vigorous,
cheerful, enthusiastic, optimistic and action-oriented.
Spirited imagination, willingness to accept new ideas,
multiple thinking and intellectual curiosity are among the
traits covered by the dimension of openness to experience.
Dimension of agreeableness can be explained with traits
such as forgiveness, helpfulness, modesty, docility, mercy
and reconciliatory. The people who have high level of
agreeableness are altruistic and social people and love other
people. Lastly, dimension of conscientiousness includes
such traits as orderliness, responsibility, ambitiousness,
cautiousness and discipline [18].
Briefly, in the light of aforementioned theoretical and
experimental information, the main purposes of this study
are to investigate those variables, which may play roles in the
process of giving up, such as self-compassion, rumination
about an interpersonal offense and personality traits, and also,
to determine whether all they have influences on forgiveness
or not.

2. Method
A descriptive-correlational research model was used and
self-administered questionnaires were conducted in this
study. Independent variables of the research were
self-compassion, rumination about an interpersonal offense
and five factor personality traits; the dependent variable of
the research was forgiveness.
2.1. Participants
The data of the study were obtained from different
faculties (education, engineering, economy) of Pamukkale
University in Denizli/Turkey by random sampling method.
The participants were 840 university students, including 460
girls and 380 boys in the 2015-2016 academic year. Data
were gathered from voluntary participants of those students.
The average age of the participants was 20.47 years.
2.2. Instruments
Heartland Forgiveness Scale: The scale was developed by
Thompson et al. [64] to measure forgiveness level and it is
7-point Likert-type scale with 18 items. The scale is based on
3 sub-dimensions as well as self-forgiveness, forgiveness of
others and forgiveness of situations. Each sub-scale involves
6 items. Translation and adaptation to Turkish was
conducted by Bugay and Demir [10]. In order to test the
applicability of the scale’s 3-factors structured original
version in Turkish example, confirmatory factor analyses has
been conducted and it is detected that adaptive values are in
sufficient level (x2/sd=2,33, RMSEA=.06, GFI=.92,
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CFI=90). For testing the reliability of Turkish version,
Cronbach's alpha internal consistencies were calculated and
reported as .64, .79, .76 for self-forgiveness, forgiveness of
others and forgiveness of situations, respectively and .81 for
total [10]. Only the sub-dimensions of self-forgiveness and
forgiveness of others are used under this study.
Self-Compassion Scale: The scale’s original version,
which is developed by Neff [47] for measuring
self-compassion, has 26 items and 6 sub-dimensions.
Cronbach's alpha internal consistency of whole scale is
calculated .92. Turkish reliability and validity of the scale
was conducted by Deniz, Kesici and Sümer [15]. Differently
from the original version, Turkish Self-Compassion Scale
demonstrated one-dimensioned structure and 2 items which
were calculated lower than 30 in total item correlation were
omitted from the scale. Thereby, a scale consisting of 24
items in total was achieved. Additionally, Turkish
Self-Compassion Scale’s Cronbach's alpha internal
consistency is calculated as .89 and test-retest reliability
as .83. Regarding to criterion-related validity of Turkish
Self-Compassion Scale, it is found that self-compassion
correlated with self-respect as r=.62; with life satisfaction
r=.45; with positive emotion r=.41 and negative emotion r=
-.48 [15].
Rumination About An Interpersonal Offense Scale: The
scale was developed to investigate and measure repetitive
thoughts causing negative feelings on the individual due to
an interpersonal offense occurred in past [68]. The scale has
6 items and it is designed in 5-point Likert type. There is no
item that needs to be scored oppositely and the scores
obtained from the scale are in the range of 6-30. Higher
scores demonstrate that the individual’s level of rumination
about an interpersonal offense is high. Translation and
adaptation of the scale to Turkish was conducted by Oral and
Arslan [53]. In the context of translation and adaptation
studies, according to exploratory factor analysis,
one-factored scale explains 62% of total variance. According
to confirmatory factor analysis, the levels of adaptive values
are determined as sufficient (x2/sd=3,82, p<.001,
RMSEA=.096, SRMR=.04, GFI=.97, AGFI=.92, CFI=98).
In the context of reliability studies of the scale, total item
correlation coefficients of the scale are in the range of .48
and .80. Scale’s Cronbach's alpha internal consistency is
calculated as .89 and test-retest correlation is found. [76, 53].
Adjective Based Personality Scale: This scale is
developed by Bacanlı, İlhan and Aslan [5] on the basis of
five factor personality theory. Under the study, which was
conducted to present a brief and practical tool to be used in
personality researches, items are designed by using pairs of
adjectives which are opposite to each other. There are 40
opposite pairs of adjectives in the scale such as
“calm-nervous”, “cheerless-cheerful”. An application of the
scale was conducted on university students during
development process. Adjective Based Personality Scale
has five sub-dimensions such as neuroticism, extraversion,
openness
to
experience,
agreeableness
and
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conscientiousness. Factor analysis was conducted on the
data obtained from 285 respondents to test the construct
validity of the scale. According to results of the analyses, it
is observed that five factors explain 52.63 % of total
variance. It is reported that internal consistency coefficients
belonging to five factors vary in the range of .73 and .89.
Thus, when the findings of test-retest method are examined,
it is found that test-retest correlations vary in the range
of .68 and .86 [5].
2.3. Data Analysis
The correlation and multiple hierarchical regression
analysis are used in the analysis of the data. The analyses are
tested with the help of SPSS 16.0 package program with .01
and .05 levels of significance. Correlation coefficient
technique was used to examine the relationship between

forgiveness, self-compassion, rumination and five factor
personality traits. Multiple hierarchical regression analysis
was used to investigate whether self-compassion, rumination
and five factor personality traits explain forgiveness.

3. Results
In this part of the research primarily, descriptive statistics
and correlations among self-forgiveness, forgiveness of
others, self-compassion, rumination about an interpersonal
offense and five factor personalities are presented in Table 1.
Subsequently, it is tested whether variables of
self-compassion, rumination and personality traits predict
self-forgiveness (in table 2), and forgiveness of others (Table
3).

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics, Cronbach Alphas and Correlations of the Variables
Variables

1

1.Self-Forgiveness

-

2.Forgiveness of Others

.17**

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

-

3.Self-Compassion

.58**

.25**

-

4.Rumination

-.30**

-.18**

-.48**

-

5.Neuroticism

-.34**

-.18**

-.51**

.26**

-

6.Extraversion

.23**

.05

.31**

-.13**

-.09*

-

7.Openness

.15**

.06

.21**

-.09*

-.10**

.58**

-

8.Agreeableness

.19**

.40**

.26**

-.06

-.27**

.22**

38**

-

9.Conscientiousness

.16**

.01

.26**

-.07*

-.08*

.38**

.30**

.39**

-

Mean

28.39

25.05

75.21

20.80

25.32

43.78

41.68

47.50

36.12

Standard Deviation

6.04

7.98

15.93

5.68

7.25

9.43

7.31

8.72

7.24

Cronbach Alpha

.70

.82

.91

.87

.70

.85

.76

.80

.80

**p<.01, *p< .05
Table 2. Hierarchical Linear Regression Analysis Results on Self-Forgiveness
R
1

R2

R2Ch

t

p
.00**

.58

20.36

.00**

9.38

.00**

.21

.56

17.33

.00**

Rumination

-.04

-.04

-1.12

.26

Constant

13.76

6.59

.00**

Self-Compassion

.19

13.2

.00**

Self-Compassion

F

.58

.33

.33

414.56

.58

.33

.00

207.97

Constant
2

Self-Compassion

3

B

β

14.57

Constant

11.99
.22
13.29

.51

Rumination

-.04

-.04

-1.16

.25

Neuroticism

-.04

-.05

-1.56

.12

.05

.08

2.15

.03*

Extraversion

.58

.34

.01

61.06

Openness

-.01

-.02

-.45

.65

Agreeableness

.03

.04

1.06

.29

Conscientiousness

-.02

-.02

-.69

.49

**p<.01, *p< .05
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Table 3. Hierarchical Linear Regression Analysis Results on Forgiveness of Others

1

Constant
Self-Compassion

R

R2

R2Ch

F

.25

.06

.06

56.45

Constant
2

3

Self-Compassion

B

β

15.59
.13

.25

19.47
.26

.07

.01

30.67

t

p

12.11

.00**

7.51

.00**

8.81

.00**

.11

.21

5.57

.00**

Rumination

-.12

-.08

-2.16

.03*

Constant

12.80

4.35

.00**

Self-Compassion

.10

.20

4.76

.00**

Rumination

-.15

-.11

-3.05

.00**

.05

-.04

1.22

.22

.11

.14

3.42

.00**

-.04

-.03

-.88

.38

Neuroticism
Extraversion

.50

.25

.18

Openness

38.78

Agreeableness

.42

.46

12.85

.00**

Conscientiousness

-.18

-.17

-4.77

.00**

**p<.01, *p< .05

Taking into account results of analysis in Table 1, it is seen
that self-forgiveness was found to be significantly and
positively correlated with self-compassion (r=.58, p<.01),
extraversion (r=.23, p<.01), openness (r=.15, p<.01),
agreeableness (r=.19, p<.01) and conscientiousness (r=.16,
p<.01). Also it is seen that self-forgiveness was found to be
significantly and negatively correlated with rumination (r=
-.30, p<.01) and neuroticism (r= -.34, p<.01).
Furthermore taking into account results of analysis in
Table 1, it is seen that concept of forgiveness of others was
found to be significantly and positively correlated with
self-compassion (r=.25, p<.01) and agreeableness (r=.40,
p<.01). Also it is seen that concept of forgiveness of others
was found to be significantly and negatively correlated with
rumination (r= -.18, p<.01) and neuroticism (r= -.18, p<.01).
Additionally, a significant correlation between forgiveness
of others and extraversion (r=.05, p>.05), openness (r=.06,
p>.05), conscientiousness (r=.01, p>.05) was not found.
When Table 2 is examined, it was seen that
self-compassion entered the model, developed to explain
self-forgiveness, in first was seen to be significant in the
model (R2=.33, p<.01). Rumination entered the model in
second step was not found to be significant in the model
(R2=.33, p>.01). Personality traits entered the model in third
step was found to be significant in the model, (R2=.34, p<.01).
The sub-dimension of personality traits; extraversion (β=.08,
p<.05) was assumed to be significant.
When Table 3 is examined, it was seen that
self-compassion entered the model, developed to explain
forgiveness of others; in first was seen to be significant in the
model (R2=.06, p<.01). Rumination entered the model in
second step was found to be significant in the model (R2=.07,
p<.01). Personality traits entered the model in third step was
found to be significant in the model, (R2=.25, p<.01). The
sub-dimension of personality traits; extraversion (β=.14,
p<.01), agreeableness (β=.46, p<.01) and conscientiousness
(β= -.17, p<.01) was assumed to be significant.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
According to the results of the study, it is understood that,
among university students, self-compassion and extraversion
which is one of five factor personality traits are both
significant predictors of self-forgiveness. And also, both of
them predict self-forgiveness positively. However,
rumination, neuroticism, openness to experience,
agreeableness and conscientiousness of personality traits do
not predict self-forgiveness. Therefore, it can be inferred that
if the level of self-compassion and extraversion rises, the
level of self-forgiveness will rise as well, among university
students.
Under the studies conducted in literature, it is observed
that self-forgiveness is related positively with self-respect
[13], intellectual well-being [28], life satisfaction, positive
feelings, cognitive flexibility [64], physical health [71] and
empathy [23] but it is related negatively with anxiety and
depression [64, 65], anger, suicidality [24], and neurotic
symptoms [20]. It is expected but also significant result that
the concept of self-compassion is predicting the concept of
self-forgiveness which has a positive relationship with many
positive variables and a negative relationship with many
negative variables in literature. As a matter of fact, Enright et
al. [17], during the work/action phase of self-forgiveness
process model, describes the concept of compassion as
individual’s being aspirant to love her/himself despite
offender’s behaviours and her/his current pain. At the
work/action phase of self-forgiveness process model,
individual gains a different point of view by re-evaluating
the situation, reviewing her/his own past; her/his
psychological position at the time offense was occurred, and
then, despite her/his mistakes, begins to love her/himself
and to approach more indulgently. In the process of
self-forgiveness, one’s being tolerant against oneself,
namely to be self-compassionate, is critical for the process.
Thus, under the studies conducted by Asıcı and Karaca [4]
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and Mistler [44], a positive significant relationship was
found between self-forgiveness and self-compassion.
Likewise, a positive significant relationship was found
between self-forgiveness and self-compassion also under this
study, and additionally, it was observed that self-forgiveness
is predicted by self-compassion positively. From this point of
view, it can be said that the results of the study are in
conformity with the literature.
Other than self-compassion, another predictor of
self-forgiveness is extraversion which is one of the five
factor personality traits. Extrovert individuals are generally
vivacious, active, sociable, optimistic, happy and have
positive feelings [40]. According to the literature,
extraversion personality trait has a positive significant
relationship with some variables such as patience [16],
psychological well-being [58], self-compassion [2],
satisfaction in intimate relationships [37] and positive
perfectionism [66]; but a negative significant relationship
with other variables such as anxiety, depression [29] and
mortality risk [21]. It is not unexpected but also an
important result that extraversion which has aforementioned
features, predicts the concept of self-forgiveness which is a
significant variable in terms of psychological well-being.
Likewise, under the studies conducted by Ross et al. [56]
and Ross et al. [55], it is found that there is a positive
significant relationship between self-forgiveness and
extraversion. And also under this study, it is observed that
there is a positive significant relationship between
self-forgiveness and extraversion, and that self-forgiveness
is predicted positively by extraversion which is one of the
five factor personality traits. From this perspective, it can be
stated that the results of this study are in conformity with
the literature.
According to results, among university students,
self-compassion, rumination and extraversion, agreeableness
and conscientiousness, which are among five factor
personality traits, are significant predictors of forgiveness of
others. While self-compassion, extraversion and
agreeableness predict forgiveness of others positively,
rumination about an interpersonal offense and
conscientiousness predict negatively. At this point, it can be
claimed that the level of forgiveness of others, among
university students, will increase when their levels of selfcompassion, extraversion and agreeableness increase and
also levels of rumination about an interpersonal offense and
conscientiousness decrease.
Studies in the literature demonstrate that forgiveness of
others has a positive relationship with life satisfaction,
positive feelings, cognitive flexibility [64], psychological
well-being [8], physical health [71], mental health [1] and
empathy [34]. On the other hand, it has a negative
relationship with negative feelings, anger, revenge,
automatic hostile thoughts, anxiety [64], health problems [32]
and depression [60, 65]. It can be claimed that the concept
of self-compassion’s predicting the concept of forgiveness
of others, which is accepted as a positive variable in terms

of psychological health, is in conformity with the literature.
Likewise, in work/action phase of forgiveness of others
process model, Enright et al. [17] expresses the concept of
compassion as being eager to approach to the process
mercifully by re-considering the offense despite behaviours
of the offender. In this phase, the individual gains different
perspective by reassessing the whole process and starts to
approach to the offender with sympathy despite all those
mistakes. It is stated that individual’s being indulgent
against to offender is quite important for the process of
forgiving others. Furthermore, under the studies conducted
by Asıcı and Karaca [4], Neff and Pommier [48], Mistler
[44], a positive significant relationship between forgiveness
of others and self-compassion was found. Under this study
also, a positive significant relationship between forgiveness
of others and self-compassion is observed. Moreover,
forgiveness of others is predicted by self-compassion in a
positive way. Therefore, it can be asserted that this study is
in conformity with the literature.
Except self-compassion, the other predictor among
variables predicting forgiveness of others is the rumination
about an interpersonal offense. When the literature is
examined, it is detected that the concept of rumination which
has generally negative features is related negatively with
various variables such as empathy [11], life satisfaction [73]
and problem solving [70]; and positively with such variables
as anger [57], ineffective coping [63] and depression [11].
That the concept of rumination predicts the concept of
forgiveness of others which is a significant variable in terms
of psychological well-being is an expected situation but it
can be evaluated as an important result as well. Likewise, in
uncovering phase of forgiveness of others process model,
Enright et al. [17] indicated that the situation of “being aware
of one’s thinking again and again about the offender’s fault”
is an important element for forgiving others. At this point,
the individual who will forgive the offender cannot be able to
get through to forgiveness phase, since s/he is thinking again
and again about the existing negative situation. In
forgiveness of others process model, individual takes a
positive step by expanding her/his awareness. Martin and
Tesser [38] describe the rumination as a repetitive thinking
style even when the circumstances requiring thinking does
not exist. Therefore, from the view point of this definition, it
can be said that individual’s action “thinking again and again”
is a ruminative action in terms of forgiveness of others
process model. Under the process model, individual notices
that her/his action is ruminative and directs her/himself
through to the process of forgiveness. Therefore, it can be
stated that increasing awareness about the rumination is
significant in terms of forgiveness of others process.
Moreover, under the studies conducted by [11, 33, 6, 73,
42], a significant relationship in opposite way between
forgiveness of others and rumination was found. In other
words, the level of forgiveness of others increases when the
level of rumination decreases. And also under this study, it
is observed that there is a significant relationship in
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opposite way between forgiveness of others and rumination
and that forgiveness of others is predicted by rumination
negatively. From this perspective, it can be said that the
results of the study is in conformity with the literature.
Extraversion, which is one of the factors of five factor
personality traits, is another predictor of forgiveness of
others. Extrovert individuals are generally vivacious, active,
sociable, optimistic, happy and people who have positive
feelings [40]. In literature, extraversion personality trait has a
positive significant relationship with some variables such as
self-compassion [2], psychological well-being [58] and
satisfaction in intimate relationships [37]; and has a negative
significant relationship with other variables such as anxiety,
depression [29] and mortality risk [21]. It is not unexpected
but a significant result that extraversion trait which is
covering aforementioned features predicts the concept of
forgiveness of others which is an important variable in
terms of psychological well-being. Furthermore, under the
studies conducted by Ross et al. [56] Brose et al. [9] and
Unterrainer et al. [67], it is found that there is a positive
significant relationship between forgiveness of others and
extraversion. As a result, it can be indicated that the results
of the study are in conformity with the literature.
Another predictor of forgiveness of others is the
agreeableness which is one of the five factor personality
traits. It is observed that agreeable individuals are merciful,
forgiver, respectful, trustworthy, polite, modest and
soft-hearted. It is stated that those people in this dimension
are not short-tempered, unreliable, rude, pessimist,
combative and do not demonstrate narcissistic tendencies [40,
61]. It is reported that agreeable individuals have high level
of psychological well-being and high level of satisfaction in
intimate relationships [37, 58]. It is an expected but
significant result that agreeableness personality trait predicts
the concept of forgiveness of others which is an important
variable in terms of psychological well-being. Likewise,
McCrae and Costa [40] claimed that agreeable individuals
are merciful people. While identifying agreeableness
personality trait, they have made similar explanations to the
results of this study. Thus, under the studies conducted by
Koutsos et al. [31], Neto [49], Brose et al. [9], Malinovic et
al. [36], a positive significant relationship was found
between forgiveness of others and agreeableness. In other
words, it can be said that the level of forgiveness of others
will increase, if the level of agreeableness increases. From
this perspective, we can claim that the result of this study is
in conformity with the literature.
The last variable predicting forgiveness of others is
conscientiousness which is one of the factors of five factor
personality traits. The individuals having conscientiousness
personality trait are the people who are organized,
disciplined, cautious, planned and perfectionism.
Conscientiousness personality trait includes both fostering
and hampering aspects. Fostering aspects are shown in
achievement need and decisiveness; hampering aspects are
shown in punctiliousness, excessive cautiousness and
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perfectionism [40, 61, 66]. However, a significant
relationship cannot be found between dimensions of
conscientiousness and forgiveness of others under this study.
In literature, under the studies conducted by Neto [49],
Brose et al. [9], Ashton et al. [3], Unterrainer et al. [67],
Ross et al. [56], Walker and Gorsuch [69], any significant
relationship can be found between conscientiousness and
forgiveness of others, which it is such supportive as to the
results of this study. Another result of this study is that the
conscientiousness personality trait predicts the forgiveness
of others negatively, when it is included into hierarchical
linear multiple regression analysis with self-compassion,
rumination and other personality traits. This result is not
consistent with the literature. In literature, likewise in those
studies mentioned above, any significant relationship can be
found between conscientiousness and forgiveness of others
and it is not ever mentioned that conscientiousness predicts
forgiveness of others. In order to explain this situation, the
study conducted by Ross et al. [56] in literature was
examined. In this study, a significant relationship in
opposite way was found between forgiveness of others and
orderliness dimension which is a sub-dimension of
conscientiousness personality trait. In another words, when
orderliness increases, forgiveness of others decreases.
Moreover, it is cited in a study conducted by Somer,
Korkmaz and Tatar [62] that the people having
conscientiousness personality trait are the people who
comply with the rules and attach importance to orderliness.
And also McCrae and Costa [40] reported that these
individuals are organized, disciplined, planned and
perfectionism. Moving from these studies, it might be
considered that the individuals who are in the dimension of
conscientiousness among five factor personality traits are
organized, rule-bound, disciplined and perfectionism and
this prevents them forgive an offense directed to them.
Despite all these explanations, it seems rational to
re-investigate in different sample groups whether
conscientiousness personality trait predicts forgiveness of
others negatively or not.
By depending on results of this study, some suggestions
can be presented. The experts providing psychological
consultation services to individuals or groups may come
across some clients who cannot forgive themselves for their
mistakes or who feel negative emotions, who behave
negatively towards the offender because of being hurt by
her/him and therefore who cannot forgive others. By
depending on the finding of this study proving that
self-forgiveness and others was predicted positively by
self-compassion, experts, in course of psychological
consultation process with groups or individually, may
prompt their clients to increase their self-compassion levels.
Additionally, under this study, it is found that individual’s
personality traits influence self-forgiveness and forgiveness
of others processes. Moving from these results and
information, in the course of designing psycho-education
programs on self-forgiveness and forgiveness of others for
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university students, to organize some kind of events and
workshops enabling them to explore their own personalities
may be suggested.
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